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NEW QUESTION: 1
You log in to a SnapMirror destination to review the system.
Which scanner would you expect to see running?
A. active bitmap real management
B. deswizzler
C. blocks used summary update
D. container block reclamation
Answer: D

NEW QUESTION: 2
You have a report that runs against a Microsoft Azure SQL
database.
The report takes more time to return results than expected.
You add an index to a table in the database.
You need to identify whether adding the index improves the
performance issue.
What should you use?
A. Azure SQL Database Index Advisor
B. Database Engine Tuning Advisor
C. Azure Throughput Analyzer
D. Index Tuning Wizard
Answer: A
Explanation:
Explanation/Reference:
References:
https://azure.microsoft.com/en-gb/documentation/articles/sql-da
tabase-advisor/

NEW QUESTION: 3
HOTSPOT
Answer:
Explanation:
SSIS log provider: SQL Server
Event type: ExecutesSQLExecutingQuery
The following describes the custom log entry for the Execute
SQL task:
ExecuteSQLExecutingQuery provides information about the
execution phases of the SQL statement. Log entries are written
when the task acquires connection to the database, when the
task starts to prepare the SQL statement, and after the
execution of the SQL statement is completed. The log entry for
the prepare phase includes the SQL statement that the task
uses.
Note: You can log the calls that the Execute SQL task makes to
external data providers. You can use this logging capability to

troubleshoot the SQL commands that the Execute SQL task runs.
To log the calls that the Execute SQL task makes to external
data providers, enable package logging and select the
Diagnostic event at the package level.

NEW QUESTION: 4
You are getting a lot of empty receive requests when using
Amazon SQS.
This is making a lot of unnecessary network load on your
instances.
What can you do to reduce this load?
A. Use as long of a poll as possible, instead of short polls.
B. Alter your visibility timeout to be shorter.
C. Use &lt;code&gt;sqsd&lt;/code&gt; on your EC2 instances.
D. Subscribe your queue to an SNS topic instead.
Answer: A
Explanation:
One benefit of long polling with Amazon SQS is the reduction of
the number of empty responses, when there are no messages
available to return, in reply to a ReceiveMessage request sent
to an Amazon SQS queue. Long polling allows the Amazon SQS
service to wait until a message is available in the queue
before sending a response.
http://docs.aws.amazon.com/AWSSimpleQueueService/latest/SQSDeve
loperGuide/sqs-long- polling.html
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